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Moms Call for Sharp Limits on Climate Pollution Through America's Clean Power Plan

Today, July 30th, Moms Clean Air Force is joining with thousands of others to speak up for climate action at events across the country.

Parents are gathering from Virginia to California to highlight the impacts that American families are facing from climate change today. In Pennsylvania, moms and dads will rally to beat extreme heat. In Miami, parents will gather to discuss sea level rise and its impacts on Latino families. In Tennessee they will "Play-In for Climate Action" -- one of six play-ins happening across the country.

Moms know that climate change is real, it's happening now, and it threatens our children's health and future. That's why moms support America's Clean Power Plan, which would set first-ever limits on climate pollution from power plants -- our nation's leading source of carbon dioxide emissions.

America's Clean Power Plan, set to be finalized by the Environmental Protection Agency in the coming days, provides an unprecedented opportunity to protect public health while boosting energy efficiency and investing in clean, renewable energy.

Finalization of a strong Clean Power Plan will reduce power plant emissions that trigger asthma attacks, heart attacks, and premature deaths, while sharply limiting the pollution that causes dangerous climate change. That's why moms support America's Clean Power Plan, and call for climate action now.

Implementation of America's Clean Power Plan will reduce power plant emissions that trigger asthma attacks, heart attacks, and premature deaths, while sharply limiting the pollution that causes dangerous climate change. That's why moms support America's Clean Power Plan, and call for climate action now.
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###

Moms Clean Air Force is a community of moms and dads united against air pollution – including the urgent crisis of our changing climate – to protect our children’s health. We arm members with reliable
information and solutions through online resources, articles, action tools and on-the-ground events.
More here: http://www.momscleanairforce.org/